
About the client:
Located in Australia, Kidsground company manufactures and sells Children’s educational
toys. It owns an online store from Australia, UK and USA, which is a complete learning
system offering construction blocks & wooden educational toys for children.

Descriptions & Requirements:
Our client was looking for experienced Chinese translators who can translate English
documents to Mandarin Chinese professionally. The ideal candidate should have wealth of
experience in translating legal documents.

Details of the source documents are;
1, Purchase Order: Less than 4 pages.

2, Specification Sheet: 3 pages.

3, Manufacturing Agreements: 16 pages

Our Solution:
Legal translation as an independent topic requires specialized handling method. Professional
legal translation has its own specific system of terms and expressions. Some common words
do not merely own their literal meaning, but were given additional specialized
meanings.Only professional translators specializing in legal translation should translate legal
documents and scholarly writings. There are many legal translators (EN-Chinese) in our
talent pool. However, we carefully selected the most suitable and excellent translators who
are professional in both toy and legal industry. For example, they have translated many
documents for another toy company ZOLO before, including legal ones.

For this project, we translate from scratch by a linguist, then pass the translated documents to
another editor for reviewing, and finally to a 3rd proofreader for polishing the translation and
to eliminate any errors.Actually, CCJK has helped many companies and law firms accurately
translate legal documents world widely so we have extensive experience in the translation of
legal documents of any kind. Our experienced, skilled linguists, industry experts, and project
managers makes CCJK the ideal partner to serve even the most complex legal translation
needs.Every member of the CCJK translation team of legal professionals has been qualified
through a series of tests and evaluations, created by the world leaders in the industry. CCJK’s
linguistic experts are also certified by the industry leading international organizations such as

https://www.ccjk.com/languages/english-translation-services/
https://www.ccjk.com/languages/english-translation-services/


the Institute of Translation and Interpreting, and The American Translators Association
(ATA).

If you are looking for professional Legal Translation service, look no further and contact us
for highly punctual and quality service from us.

Read Also: How do Translator improve their spoken English

Client Feedback:
Excellent provider. Very patient and understanding. Definitely recommended.

About CCJK:
Founded in 2000 and born for Internet, CCJK is a highly trusted professional e-Services
company supported by more than 2,000 talented linguists, engineers, designers and
programmers who work as a super organized team. From language translation, desktop
publishing, graphic design, software localization, website development, SEO, user guide to
corporate eLearning, we provide one stop solution to help client gain competitive edge. We
rely on streamlined and sophisticated process to ensure fast and quality delivery. By trusting
CCJK’s one stop solution, you need only focus on your core business, win market share and
maximize your profit in simplest and soonest way. For more details about CCJK, please visit
www.ccjk.com

Take a look at how we helped our client by localizing their project for English language.
Click here to read the complete case study
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